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Don’t miss out ... book today ... stop press news
Bookings for this event have
exceed our expectations. Be quick
and book today as the event is almost

in shaping human-centred urban
policy.
Tim has held positions as state

sold out. Don’t wait for the review in
the next issue of Intensity - see it for
yourself. Thank you to our sponsors :
Moonlighting, JSB Lighting and
Osram.

President and National Director of the
Australian Institute of Architects. He
has acted as a member of the
editorial board for the Australian
Urban Design Protocol, sits on the

Stop press news:
Guest discussion panel member after
the film will be Tim Horton. He is an
architect with experience spanning

the public and private sector in
Australia and internationally. Common
throughout has been a deep interest
in civic space and the role for design

Federal governments’ Built
Environment Industry Innovation
Council and the Australian Urban
Research Infrastructure Network.
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News from the SA Chapter President
The local IES Chapter has gone through some significant
changes lately. We have a dedicated and very active
committee, a revamped newsletter, a planned meetings

editions of “IES Lighting Review”, some dating as far back to
1962. We will feature articles from these past issues in
upcoming editions of “Intensity”.

calendar through next year and dialogue with other relevant
local associations. These were all key indicators that we
needed to fulfill in order for the Society to be relevant in the
future.
We have the Board’s support to bring about the

When it first started, the founders of the IES were
instigating change by forming a new Society. They had
nothing to look back on, other than to borrow from similar
associations. The current CMC has taken this principle by
making contact with related groups, local and interstate, to

changes, and more importantly, we have had positive
response from the lighting industry. This has translated to
new members joining the Society, and strong support for the
October event, “The City Dark”, where seats are filling fast.
Thanks to all who have embraced the changes and the

learn how they do things well for their members. This has
resulted in the October meeting at the Mercury Cinema and
we will strengthen our relationships with these groups in
further joint initiatives and events in the future.

words of encouragement that we have received.
We have two new members joining the CMC. Firstly, we
welcome Ben Kretschmann after accepting our invitation.
Ben indicated that he’d like to join the CMC and we thank
him for his involvement. Recently while I was on business in

“By changing nothing, nothing changes.” -Tony
Robbins

Darwin (NT is also part of our Chapter) I met up with the only
IES member in the Northern Territory, Darryn Bromley, to
discuss how the CMC can support and work with him to
increase the Society’s presence, and ultimately our
membership numbers in NT. The good news is that Darren

same way all the time. The IES was originally formed to fill
the needs of like-minded individuals in a time long past. But
times change and so do people’s needs. Though there are
still some within our ranks who think otherwise, want to
resist change, focus on the minor details and don’t

has agreed to join the CMC as our NT representative, and
assisting in delivering on our goals. Thanks and welcome
aboard Darryn and Ben.

recognize that our industry has a different set of needs to
those of days gone by.
For me, the purpose of the IES is to provide for the
needs of our members and industry rather than the minority.
The current CMC will do things differently but will also learn

“Those who do not remember the past are condemned
to repeat it.” – George Santayana

These are all great changes. And though change is
required to move forward, it’s sometimes necessary to look
back at your past, in order to not make the same mistakes
again.
The CMC was recently informed that the Lighting
Laboratory at Regency TAFE would be gutted soon to make
way for a new Mining School. Those of you who have done
the TAFE Lighting course will know the amount of
information and technology that is housed in Room D103
and the Lighting Laboratory. It’s been 10 years since I’d last
been in the Lab but it hadn’t changed much when a group
of fellow CMC members met there recently. It was amazing
to take in the history of the place. We found a stack of past

In addition to liking a good quote, I talk a lot about
change. The result will remain the same if you do things the

from the past. There will be those who won’t agree or like
the way we do things. We won’t dot every “i” or cross every
“t” and, no doubt, we will make mistakes. Your CMC will
listen and learn through continuing dialogue with you, our
members and the industry at large to make sure we are
heading in the right direction to increase the relevance and
credibility of the Society in SA and NT.
All the best,

MICK REIDY MIES

SA Chapter President
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Next Meeting - Tuesday 13 November 2012
We are very pleased to announce our November meeting - a
behind-the-scenes tour of the new Adelaide Studios, Glenside. Grieve
Gillett and Cox Richardson – Architects in association, received The
Keith Neighbour Award for Commercial Architecture for the project at
the recent Australian Institute of Architects’ South Australian
Architecture Awards.
The tour will be conducted by Nicolette Di Lernia from Grieve
Gillett - architects for the refurbishment and additions to the former
hospital at Glenside. Please meet at the entry steps.
The tour is limited to 35 attendees on “first-in-best-dressed”
basis. Drinks after the tour will be at The Arkaba Hotel, Fullarton.
For your diary: 5.45pm for 6.00pm start
Members : free,
Non-members : $10.00
Booking(s) for the tour can be made through trybooking.com or
by clicking on this link:
www.trybooking.com/Booking/BookingEventList.aspx?
ABOUT ADELAIDE STUDIOS....
Located within the heritage core of
the former Glenside Hospital, Adelaide
Studios provides the highly regarded
South Australian film industry with a
world class home. The listed
Administration Building accommodates
the SA Film Corporation and film
industry tenants. Years of ad-hoc
alterations were removed, enabling the
building’s quiet grandeur to be
appreciated once more and providing a
spacious context for the crisp new
fitout.
New construction to the east
houses state-of-the-art film production
facilities. The design caters for varying
production size and stages of
production, enabling filming of two

productions, sound editing and preproduction to occur simultaneously.
Film is the primary market. However
Sound Stage 2 is also designed for
television, further diversifying the
operational capabilities. Technically, the
new facilities achieve industry best
practice, providing high levels of
acoustic performance.
Lighting was also a key
consideration and has been designed
to respond to the scale of the spaces,
to highlight architectural features and to
provide lighting suited to the various
functions within the facilities. For
example, in the sound post production
areas high levels of flexibility and end
user control were required to provide
light levels to suit individual users and

Adelaide Studios,
226 Fullarton Road Glenside

to eliminate glare, which would visually
distract from monitor and screen
images. Light sources within these
areas were also selected to eliminate
vibration from control gear which might
interfere with sound mixing. Finally the
lighting provides a cinematic ambience.
Despite the scale required for the
new facilities, significant views of the
historic precinct from Fullarton Road
and along the significant east/west axis
of the Hospital have been preserved.
Three courtyards link old and new,
providing breakout spaces away from
the intensity of film making and further
defining the axis. Both old and new
architecture has a robust, no-nonsense
character, resulting in an experientially
rich and stimulating environment.
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Meet Anthony Davidson
Anthony Davidson, our newly
appointed SA CMC Vice President,
has worked at Secon Consulting
Engineers since 2002, as Principal
Electrical Engineer. He is currently
responsible for staff recruitment,
development and training, project fee
proposals and submissions,
presentation of concept designs,
quality assurance system
development, design guidelines and
checklists, acts as an independent

SA CMC Vice President

1997. He has continued his
professional development by
undertaking further studies, viz.

. Develop solid relationships with
customers and clients,
. To be assigned where my varied

Lighting Design (TAFESA), Lighting
Control Systems (C-Bus and
Dynalite), Structured Cabling (AMP
Netconnect and Clipsal Datacomms),
and Green Star Accreditation.

experience, training and technical
knowledge can be applied.
An extremely motivated person
who quietly goes about the business

Memberships include Associate
of IESANZ, and Member of Institution
of Engineers Australia (MIE Aust).
Hobbies include outdoor activities,

mediator and assessor, client liaison,
marketing and wears the “cap” of
Project Lead Engineer.
Starting his working life as the
owner of Dino’s Dial-A-Pizza

cycling, soccer, spending time with
his young family and renovating the
90-year-old family home.
Anthony brings to the IES CMC
his extensive experience including

(1989-1997), Anthony has also held
the position of Graduate Control
Systems Engineer (Torrens Island
Power Station) while employed by
Broadspectrum, Melrose Park from

project management, selfmanagement and organisational skills
as well as financial skills. He lists his
objectives as:
. To undertake job tasks for an

1997-1998. In 1999 he moved to Sola
optical Research Centre at Lonsdale
as the Electrical Control Engineer until
2002.
Anthony’s education has included

employer where thoroughness, hard
work would be appreciated and
appropriately rewarded,
. Increase my knowledge in
Engineering Management, Project

a Bachelor of Electronic and Electrical
Engineering completed at UniSA in

Management, and Electrical
Engineering,

of achieving desired outcomes,
Anthony is a valued asset on the SA
CMC. His leadership and analytical
approach to issues will no doubt
benefit the IES.

SPARC International Lighting Event will be held on 4–6 June 2013 at
Overseas Passenger Terminal, Circular Quay, Sydney, Australia.
It enables participants to see, touch and experience the latest in lighting
technology and attend educational seminars and social networking events.
For more information visit the website
www.sparcevent.org
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Meet Ben Kretschmann
Ben Kretschmann, who currently
works at Kellogg Brown and Root as
a consultant electrical engineer and
project manager, was educated at
Norwood Morialta High and in 2007
graduated from University of Adelaide
(with honours) with an Electrical
Engineering Degree and a Double
Physics Major. He also has achieved a
Certificate IV in Project Management.
Prior to his current employment,
Ben spent 2 years at BESTEC

Consulting Engineers. He has been
involved with many major local,
interstate and international electrical
engineering and lighting projects over
the past 5 years.
Hobbies include fishing, playing
guitar and plays in a local cover band
(in his spare time).
We welcome Ben to the SA CMC and
look forward to his valuable input.

Meet Darryn Bromley
Darryn Bromley, is Sales Manager
for Thorn Lighting in Darwin NT since
1997. He has 18 years service with
Thorn Lighting in both Queensland
and Northern Territory.
With approximately 26 years in the
lighting and electrical Industry,
Darryn’s experience includes:
Eye Lighting : 1986 - 1989,

SA CMC Member

SA CMC Member representing NT

Thorn Lighting : 1989 - 1990,
Peter Martin Sales : 1990 - 1994,
and Thorn Lighting : 1994 - current.
Darryn comlpleted the Cert IV course
in Illumination on 1996, and joined the
IES in the same year.
Welcome to Darryn - our newlyappointed NT representative on the
SA CMC.

Preliminary Notice
Make a diary note now:
Closing date for 2013 IES Lighting Awards entry forms is 5pm Wednesday 31 July 2013.
More details in coming issues of INTENSITY.

New lighting of the King Street bridge
over the Patawalonga, Glenelg
Photo courtesy Andrew Ferriera
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Klaus Engelhard Memorial Scholarship 2013-2014
Purpose: To provide a scholarship
that will pay the tuition fees for a
student to undertake the lighting
course at either the University of
Sydney, RMIT in Melbourne or
Queensland University of Technology
in Brisbane and, on completion, to
visit the OSRAM headquarters in
Germany. Lighting Council Australia,
OSRAM Australia and the Illuminating
Engineering Society of Austral- ia and
New Zealand (ies: The Lighting
Society) provide the scholarship to
encourage the study of lighting design
and as a memorial to Klaus
Engelhard, one of the first students to
undertake light- ing design studies at
the University of Sydney. Klaus
Engelhard’s studies were important in
his becoming Managing Director of
OSRAM Australia.
Value: The value of the
scholarship is sufficient to meet the

fees charged for the completion of the
GradCertDesSc (Illumination) plus the
unit ‘Lighting Design’ at University of

applications. Applicants should
submit their reasons for wanting to
study lighting design providing

Sydney or the Graduate Certificate in
Lighting plus one unit ‘Lighting
Applications’ at Queensland
University of Technology or the
Graduate Certificate program

whatever evidence of prior
qualifications, interest, experience and
preparation they wish. Applications
are assessed by a panel consisting of
representatives from the sponsoring

component of Cert IV Electrical
Engineering at RMIT. Note that
ongoing funding of the scholarship is
dependent on successful completion
of progressive course requirements.

organisations. Shortlisted applicants
are required to attend an interview.

On completion of the requirements for
the award at either of the three
University courses, OSRAM Australia
provides a return trip to Germany to
visit the OSRAM facilities. The travel
component to the OSRAM factories is
arranged between the student and
OSRAM.
Selection: The scholarship is
awarded on the basis of written

Application Deadline:
Applications close 30 September
2012
Written applications for the
Scholarship should be forwarded to:
Chief Executive Officer
Lighting Council Australia
PO Box 7077
Yarralumla ACT 2600
or by email to
bdouglas@lightingcouncil.com.au
(preferred) or by fax to 02 6162 3457

LED/SSL Light Sources and LED/SSL Luminaires
Lifetime and Lumen Maintenance : Position Statement
Designing with or specifying LED
(SSL) luminaires is no different to any
other luminaire. Depreciation and

Because of their long life,
specifying the maintenance factors
requires a slightly different approach

leadership, integrity and professional
competency by adhering to accepted
lighting design principles and to also

maintenance factors should be
applied according to good lighting
design practice and the appropriate
application standard.
LED lamps are also known as SSL

but the fact remains any design or
specification must include factors for
losses.
Professional and responsible
lighting designers should always

provide clarity on such matters when
communicating to their clients. It is a
demonstration of these qualities that
should define and identify a Member
of the IES to the broader community”;

- solid state lighting. This paper uses
LED as the generic term.
Despite the marketing claims of long
life, LED lamps suffer a loss of light
output over time just like any other

follow best lighting practice; and
provide practical and sensible
information to the client and the
general public at large.
“IES: The Lighting Society expects

Steve Coyne, President, IESANZ.

light source.

its members to demonstrate

View the full Position Statement on
the IES website : www.iesanz.org
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Industry News
The 2012 NECA Excellence Awards for South Australia were recently held.
The winners and their projects are:

 Gerard Lighting and its
subsidiaries will be shifting from their

Domestic – Small project
Winner: Energy Scene – Solar & Energy management project
Domestic – Medium project
Winner: Rainbow Electrical – Hurtle Square Residence
Industrial – Small Project (less than $500,000)

present location in Cavan to new
offices in Rose Park. The magnificent
new office complex, located at
142-143 Fullarton Road, will be
home to the State Offices of Pierlite,

Winner: O’Donnell Griffin – Mini Wind Turbine Trial Project
Industrial – Medium Project (between $500,000-$2,000,000)
Winner: Nilsen (SA) – Munno Para Railway Station
Industrial – Large Project (over $2,000,000)
Winner: O’Donnell Griffin – Adelaide Desalination Plant project

Moonlighting, SLA, Crompton and
Sportslighting Plus and their
employees. Matthews Architects
were the architects with Secon
Engineers providing the lighting and

Commercial – Small Project (less than $500,000)
Winner: Deane’s Electrical Services – Housing Industry Association Office
Fitout
Commercial – Medium Project (between $500,000-$2,000,000)
Winner: Tyrone Electrical Services – Flinders Centre for Innovation in Cancer

building services designs. The shift is
expected to be completed by
November and the project is a
showcase of Gerard Lighting
products. The project will be the

Commercial – Large Project (over $2,000,000)
Winner: PSG Boffa Russo – Youth Training Centre

subject of our February meeting in
2013.

Adrian Ko has started as Electrical
Discipline Leader for Commercial at

John Witzke – formerly at Lucid,
joined WSP as Associate (Electrical

Shaun Scannell has joined Deluxe
Lighting from JSB Lighting

TMK

Team Leader)

Simes products (formerly represented
by Pierlite) is now distributed by Eagle

Paul Zechner has moved to Thorn
Lighting from Team Electrical

Lighting

New Members
We welcome the following new
members:
Ian Arcangeli - SA Sales Consultant,

Bradley Fisher - Electrical Designer,
Wood & Grieve (NT)

Lisa Terry - Electrical Engineer, JMG
(Tasmania)

ECC Lighting + Furniture

Rob Hill - Sales Manager, HI Lighting

Peter Buckley - Director, LPA

Ben Kretschmann - Electrical
Engineer, KBR

Simon Young - Electrical Engineer,
KBR

Paul Camozzato - Senior Electrical
Services Engineer, Lucid Consulting
Andrew Ferreira - Project Engineer,
JSB Lighting

Andrew Legrand - Sustainable Energy
Program Co-ordinator, City of Salisbury
Ian Paull - Sales Representative, SLA
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“LED Behaviour Over Time” : Ralph C Tuttle, Cree
If you were one of the lucky ones
to make it along to hear Ralph Tuttle
from CREE speak on LED technology

Mid-power LEDs, the sort you see
in LED panels and light bars, have 2
extra mechanisms of degradation.

occurs between the phosphor and the
die, this will increase the average path
length of the photons through the

(August in Melbourne, courtesy of the
Lighting Council of Australia) then you
enjoyed a real treat.
Ralph has been with CREE for 16
years. He spent 4 years running their

The silver reflector at the base of the
lead frame can oxidise and the lead
frame itself breaks down due to the
near-field high-intensity photon
bombardment from the die.

phosphor resulting in more conversion
to the warm end of the spectrum. The
phosphor itself is a mix of many
ingredients and these can degrade at
slightly different rates. The silicone

wafer fab and is currently their
Applications Engineering Manager. He
travels the globe, sitting on many of
the international LED standards
committees and is in high demand as

Additionally, the phosphor is infused
in the silicone encapsulant, which
makes the encapsulate brittle and,
having a different coefficient of
thermal expansion to the die, prone to

dome will discolour as it absorbs
impurities from its ambient
environment.
Colour point stability is one of the
primary characteristics that separates

a public speaker. Ralph spent our
evening focussing on lumen
depreciation, colour point stability and
catastrophic failures of solid state
lighting products.

both cracking and delamination.
resulting in additional silver lead frame
oxidation and optical occlusion.
Ralph shared some pretty
damming LM-80 data showing how

the major LED players from the
cheaper “me-too” competition. Ralph
provided page after page of test data
to reveal just how unstable the colour
point of some of these cheaper LEDs

As one of the authors of the
LM-80 standard, Ralph explained why
this is so important. It provides a
repeatable, consistent and
representative performance test of

these mid-power LEDs, particularly
when exposed to higher operating
temperature, can have an L70 life
time of only a few thousand hours in
some cases. Mid-power LEDs can

can be.
In terms of LED failures, over 99%
of the failures are when the LED goes
short-circuit. Why do they fail? There
are imperfections that are inherent in

LEDs. The separate document TM-21
is used to extrapolate the LM-80 data
to predict an L70 lifetime.
So what are the causes of output
change in high power LEDs? Well,

offer excellent efficacy but if they are
misused, the results can be poor.
Ralph shared one example where
unprotected mid-power LEDs were
used in a tunnel. The silicone/

the LED chip, the die can be chipped,
scratched or cracked during
manufacture. The higher the operating
temperature, the faster the defects
will grow. The higher the drive current,

contrary to popular belief, phosphor
depredation is only 3rd on the list in
terms of dominant factors. Runner-up
is changes within the LED die itself,
due to mobilisation of dopant atoms

phosphor encapsulant is porous to
sulphur dioxide and the output of
these LEDs was reduced to only 30%
of their original output in only 3
months, primarily due to sulphur

the higher the junction temperature,
and the faster the defects will grow.
Ultimately the LED will fail. Ralph then
went through an extensive exercise to
show that the failure of LEDs follows

within the crystal lattice. The primary
lumen depreciation issue with high
power LEDs is degradation of the
silicone encapsulant, where volatiles
in the silicone discolour after exposure

dioxide ingress.
Why does the colour point of an
LED shift over time? If it’s a midpower LED then cracking and
delamination of the phosphor

the exact same reliability models
predicted for other semiconductor
devices, namely the “bathtub” model
of reliability. Over the life of the LED,
there are infant mortality failures

to heat, the out-diffusion of volatiles
can cause a refractive index to
decrease and this refractive index
change results in less light coupling
into the silicone from the phosphor.

encapsulant can result in more blue
light from the die escaping. For high
power LEDs the phosphor plate can
curl up at its edges, allowing blue light
to escape. If micro-delamination

followed by a period of very high
reliability. As for the wear-out phase…
CREE have X-Lamp’s running at
70,000+ hours and they haven’t
reached that point yet.
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“LED Behaviour Over Time” : Ralph C Tuttle, Cree cont.
An IESNA working group is
currently developing a test standard
for determining catastrophic failure

products and technology in specific
areas.
At the end of the presentation

under conditions similar to those of
the LM-80 reports. Any LED, if misused, can deliver poor performance,

rates for LED manufacturers.
As a CREE employee Ralph clearly
pointed out their technical strengths,
namely their silicon carbide based
epitaxial process for producing the

Ralph presented a surprisingly open
discussion on how they manufacture
their high power LEDs, listing many of
the steps in the process, how the
process has evolved over time and

particularly mid-power LEDs.
Catastrophic failures do occur, but
with high quality LEDs the failure rate
is as low as other semiconductorbased technologies.

LED die, which results in fewer crystal
imperfections than sapphire-based
processes. This allows higher die
current density and therefore a given
lumen performance can be achieved

some of their key achievements. For
example, the visible “X” on the XT-E
and XB-D parts comes from the fact
that they leave the silicon carbide
substrate on the die, they strategically

Ralph would have to be one of the
most passionate proponents of Solid
State Lighting that I have come
across. He has an intimate
understanding of every facet of LED

with a smaller die. As SiC is the
second-hardest substance known to
man, CREE have become the world’s
largest consumer of diamond-coated
saw blades. They predict that in 2012

shape it with diamond saws and then
coat the whole part with phosphor. It
gives them better efficacy but it also
explains why these parts appear
slightly cooler in colour at the centre

technology and is very happy to share
his knowledge. Next time he’s in
town, make sure you avail yourself of
the opportunity to hear him speak and
allow your knowledge of Solid State

they will produce 1,160 million LEDs.
He did however admit that if you want
the best colour point stability and
colour-over-angle consistency then
that is something Lumileds do well. At

of the beam.
To summarise, long-term lumen
maintenance is not a pipe-dream but
a reality with high quality LEDs. The
lumen maintenance and colour point

Lighting to grow.

several other times he did not shy
away from stating that both Lumileds
and Nichia have some very good

stability are best demonstrated with
LM-80 reports and lighting fixture
manufacturers operating their LEDs

Lighting Group in Adelaide. Our
thanks to Andrew.

Andrew Newman, who prepared the
above review for Intensity, is a Senior
Systems Engineer with Gerard
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Future Meetings
13 NOVEMBER 2012 (Tuesday)
5.45pm for 6.00pm start

Site Visit
venue: Adelaide Studios, Glenside

Take a closer look at the SA Film
Corp’s new studios

6 DECEMBER 2012 (Thursday)

Site Visit
venue: Lexus Showroom

A tour of the new car showroom after
dark to see its specialised lighting

FEBRUARY 2013

Anniversary Function + Site Visit
venue: Gerard Lighting offices

This will be an anniversary celebration
not to be missed......

MARCH 2013

Presentation + Masterclass
Dr Wendy Davis

Dr Davis is the Program Director,
Illumination Design/USYD

CMC Contact Details
TITLE

NAME

EMAIL

MOBILE

PHONE

Chapter President

Mick Reidy

mick.reidy@moonlighting.com.au

0407 689 020

08 8139 7350

Education, S&Q, SBSE

Chapter Vice President

Anthony Davidson

anthonyd@secon.net.au

0412 810 806

08 8223 7800

Standards

Treasurer

Steve Gladwin

s.gladwin@osram.com

0409 903 777

-

Secretary

Gary Talbot

garry.talbot@zumtobel.com

0437 495 103

-

Membership

Andrew Ferreira

andrewf@jsblighting.com.au

0488 776 639

08 8363 1844

Marketing

Rob Hill

rhill@hilighting.com.au

0448 883 337

08 8304 8500

Meetings

Matthew Martin

matthew@sustainablefocus.com.au

0417 667 684

-

Technical

Graham Bilsborow

grb_deluxe@bigpond.com

-

08 8244 0633

Standards

Committee Member

Belinda Hill

B.Hill@adelaidecitycouncil.com

0429 442 150

08 8203 7493

BEDP

Committee Member

Paula Furlani

paula@light-tech.com.au

0419 577 019

-

Committee Member

Peter Buckley

peterb@lpaust.com.au

0438 434 074

08 8232 0074

Committee Member

Ben Kretschmann

ben.kretschmann@kbr.com

-

08 8111 1710

Committee Member

Darren Bromley

darryn.bromley@thornlighting.com.au

0418 111 914

08 8947 4600

Board Member

Graeme Foweraker

gfowerak@bigpond.net.au

0417 889 468

08 8264 2308

S&Q

Publications, S&Q

NT representative
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